SOUL LIGHT - Twenty Nine
LOVE IS THE PATH OF NO-PATH
Last fortnight I spoke about Love being all there actually is; everything else is pure illusion.
Nicola from Australia replied (in part) “…….We serve the greater good when we serve the
highest truth - Love is all there really is. ..... the creative force, the process, the healing of all
imbalances, the final goal, the solution, the reason, the complete being... all, I truly believe, is
LOVE. (We need to) remind ourselves that there are lots of people (not always immediately
visible) who live to serve the greater good and the highest truth. Blessings, Nicola”.
Another respondent, Milton posed the question: ““Love” seems to be about as good as it gets,
but maybe there is more?”
Yes, there may well be more – but I believe each of us has to first accept the love we are.
Then, if there is more, that more – found in higher realms of existence - will be easier to access.
This is not to see love as a process or journey. It clearly isn’t.
Love is simply the only reality there is.
You either express love or you express the world’s group illusions and delusions.
There’s no middle path.
One brings you inner wealth, equanimity, peace, quiet joy and confidence; the other brings you
all the trials and tribulations that naturally arise from being out of kilter with the natural state of
things.
There is no path to Love. No structured set of steps. In fact, it’s not even a specific doing.
One simply wakes up out of the nightmare one thought was “the real world”.
One simply wakes up and thus stops being selfish, fearful, intolerant, greedy, lazy, angry…
As soon as we awake, we cease to express all the love-blocking behaviours and habits we used to
maintain the nightmare.
We simply become who we really are – the embodiment of Love.
This requires no membership to any organisation, no affiliation to any creed, no certificates of
merit or mastery.
It simply requires that we wake up.
Do so and the ‘real world’ you used to live in will immediately be seen as the obvious insanity it
always was.

Only reality, only love, will then suffice.
Are there paths to awakening?
No. But we can be gently shaken. And if we’re ready to awaken then we may well do so.
Places like Heartland – oasis of the spirit in the midst of the shifting sands of societal mayhem
– may well make it easier for us to awaken in such places. But the decision is ours alone.
Ultimately, we each awake when we are ready.
We take the only path society has never tried for fear of its consequences.
We take the Path of Self-responsibility.
The Path of Love.
The Path of No-Path.
Love and Blessings,
Les

